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HE essence of maps,' rvhich is probably best characterized
as controlled abstraction, is a source of fascination
for popular ivriters. These r\.riters, rvho possess no foi-nlal
cartographic education, offer many examples of the rvays in
~vhichthe abstract nature of maps stinlulates fantasy and imagination, leads to frustration, fosters speculation, aids (and sometimes
hinders) decision making, or facilitates understanding, depending on rvhy each map Ivas compiled, the purpose for ~vhichit is
being used, and the experience and skill of the map reader. That
a map - or, for that matter, even a group of maps - cannot duplicate the infinite variety and con~plexityof reality has been a
fruitful subject for literary imagery. Yet, as many rvriters point
out, the very fact that a map does not reproduce reality is its great
allure. Such observations by authors offer the nlap maker valuable insights into the point of view of the map user, ~ v h ois disassociated fi-om the actual napping process. Fl'riters, as a special
group of map users rvith an imaginative and philosophikal perspective on the subject of maps, have much to say to the cartographer.
Imaginary maps have provided the basis for ivhole novels, even
for series of novels. Tivelve books and more than thirty stories
take place in a county invented and mapped by William Faulkner.
Yoknapatar\.pha County - "J~VilliamFaulkner, sole orvner and

' T h e term "map" has numerous connotations, ranging from the formal logic of
mathematical mapping to a much less rigorous planning o r structural interpretation, as in
the formulation of a strateg). In this paper the u o r d "map," unless other\vise noted, refers
only to the common geographical map that is so ubiquitous in the en\irontnental sciences.
T h e essence of the discussion can be readily generalized to additional mappings, h o ~ t e v e r .
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proprietor," as he \\.rote on one of the maps he drew - is a
2,400-square-mile county in northern Mississippi, ivith a population of i3,6 1 1. Faulkner describes it in such detail that \ve know
nearly as much about it, about its geographical relationships, its
population centers and service establishments, and its inhabitants,
as 1l.e do about any real county. Ross Lockridge, Jr.'s mythical
Raintree County is similar to Yoknapatalvpha County in that it is
located in an actual place - Indiana - and is so complete and
alive that it could very ivell exist. Lockridge invented his county so
that he could make it contain hat he considered to be the essence
of Incliana, just as Faulkner created his county to contain the essence of h1i;sissippi and of the South. Thomas Hardy uses a map
of Dorsetshire, England, in many of his books, although he calls it
South Il'essex and changes the names of its cities and other landmarks.
Books are also built around maps of places that exist only in the
imagination. A map of an imaginary island lvas the inspiration
and foundation for Robert Louis Stevenson's "Treasure Island."'
llaps of the fantasy ~vorlclcalled "Rliddle-earth" form the basis
for J . R. R. Tolkien's "The Hobbit" and the "1,ord of the Rings"
trilogy.The many adventures in ~\.hich
.Jim of "Treasure Island"
and Bilbo of "The Hohbit" become involved are set in motion by a
rn ap.

Ll'riters ma\ be especiall~attracted to maps because the\ are so
ell acquainted I\ ith the linlitations of 11 ritten con~municationin
dealing I\ ith forms, processes, and relationships in the space-time
continuum. Written language is linear. It has a beginning and an
end and bettteen the t ~ \ flous
o
predictabl~,according to the rules
of grammar. The subject of discourse is r a r e l ~as nell ordered;
rather, it is characterized by the simultaneous interaction of man\
factors. llaps, on the other hand, involke far less transcription
from realit~and less formating than idioms do, p r i n ~ a r i lbecause
~
the position of maps on the gradient betiteen realit) and abstracit

Robert Louis Stevenson: Treasure Island (Rand M;lcNall) X: C o ~ n p a n ) ,Nel\ York,
1913).
". R. R. Tolkien: l ' h e Hobbit (rev. edit.; Ballantine Books. Inc., New York, 1966);
idmm, T h e Fellowship of the Ring (Ballantine Books, Inc., Ne\%York, 1963); idpm, T h e T\co
Towers (Ballantine Books, Inc., New York, 1965); and idem, T h e Return of the King
(Ballantine Books, Inc., New York, 1965).
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tion is closer to reality. Maps appeal in a natural and logical way to
our visual sense and to our need for conceptualization.
Because of this appeal the term "map" is used frequently, not
only in literature but in real life, to convey the idea of clarification,
as in "hlap out your plan of attack," or "Do I have to d r a ~ you
\
a
map?" When M'ords~\orth,in his autobiographical poem "The
Prelude," says, "Behold a map 1 Of my Collegiate life,"4 he is
using "map" to mean a clear picture, stripped to its essentials.
Rlaps cannot be both revealing and complete. Thus the mapping process is one of evaluation, selection, and emphasis, r i hich
leads to sin~plificationof the detail and intricacy of the real ~ o r l d .
If it I\ ere complete, it ould be too true to be useful, as Ler\.is Carroll observes in "Sylvie and Bruno Concluded":
"\\'hat d o you consider the lnrgc,it map that ~ t o u l dbe really u s e f ~ ~ l ? "
"About six inches to the mile."
"Only six inchrs!" exclaimed Mein Herr. "IVe very soon got to six yards to the
mile. Then we tried ahunrlrl~rlyards to the mile. And then came the grandest idea
of all! We actually rnade a map of the country o n the scale of a milr to thr milr!"
"Have !,ou used it much?" I encluil-ed.
"It has never been spread out, yet," said Mcin Herr: "the fa~.mersobjected:
they said it rvould cover the rt hole country and shut out the sunlight! So Ive now
use the countr) itself, as its o \ \ n map. and I assure ) o u it does ncarly as ~vell.":

Since the exact duplication of a geographical setting is impossible, a map is actually a metaphor. T h e map maker asks the map
reader to believe that a mosaic of points, lines, and areas on a flat
sheet of paper is ecluivalent to a multidin~ensionalworld in space
and time. T o "read" a map, one needs imagination. l l a p symbols
and their interrelationships are, in themselves, meaningless, except possibly for their esthetic appeal. For full meaning, the map
reader must go beyond the physical presence of ink on pjper to
the real-world referents of the symbols. Josephine Tey recognizes
this in "The Man in the Queue": "Until late at night he pored over
the map, until the country grew as fanliliar to hinl as if he had
knor\.n it. He knew from bitter experience that the very best
nap-reader had to suffer some severe shocks rvhen he comes face
to face rvith reality.""
\l'illiam \Vords\\orth: T h e Prelude, or Growthof a Poet's Mind (Edward Moxon, London, 1850), p p 142-143.
" Le\vis Carroll [Charles Dodgson]: Sylvie and Bruno (:oncluded (bIac~nillan.
London,
1 8 9 3 )p.
~ 169.
Josephine Tey [Elizabeth hfackintosh]: T h e Man in the Queue (Peter Davies, London, 1927), p. 138.
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A map is both more and less than itself, depending on ~ h o
reads it, in the sense that one can use the sy~nbolsto look beyond
the map, o r one can interpret the s\ ~nbolsin a rigid, limited a)
and not extract their full potential. In "Cable Car" June Drummond I\ rites, "Finally, there I\ as the fact that this I\ as a frontier
region. That meant far more than a line on a map. It meant the
point here tn o ri\ al philosophies met. It meant all the treacher) ,
the corruption, the b r a ~ a d o ,and the natchfulness of such a
confrontation."' T o a person \\ ho uses his imagination, a map is
greater than itself, for it e\okes images and emotions not apparent on the piece of paper that is called a map. But a person ho
does not k n o ~ \h o ~ \to read a map o r \\ ho lacks the imagination
necessarp to leap from the printed map to the reality it depicts \till
be less anare of its value. Of course, the distinction betnee11
imaginati\e and unimaginative map reading is not absolute. For
example, a person ma\ vie11 the relationships betneen the
phenomena s\ ~nbolizedon a map ith great imagination, I\ hile
ignoring I\ hat has not been s\ mbolizecl, and \ice \ersa.
Unimaginative map reading mar hold certain ad\antages for
the user, particularl\ \\hen decision making in\ol\es emotionladen issues. Sometimes an objecti\e, remo\ed position is desirable in order to avoid the danger that short-term personal feelings
1% ill con~promiselong-range strategr decisions M hose eventual impact goes far beyond the incliviclual directl~in\ol\ed. Thus, militar\ commanders are able to point out a spot on a map and sa\,
"Bomb here"; the) do not o r cannot allow themselkes to visualize the homes and people represented b\ the clot the) point out.
Norman Mailer describes this unimaginative map reader in
"The Naked and the Dead." hlajor Dalleson, making strateg\ decisions I\ ith maps at headquarters during the war, "had a picture
for a moment of the troops ~ n o \ i n gsullenly along a jungle trail
s~zearingat the hedt, but he could not connect that to the figures
on the map. An insect crawled sluggishl) over his desk and he
flicked it off."8 As casually as this, as casuall) as he flicks an insect
from his desk, a decision is made and the fate of men determined.
hlajor General Cummings, another character in "The Naked
'June Drummond: Cable Car (Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., Ne\\ York, 1967)~

P. 73.
"orman
Xlailer: T h e Naked and the Dead (Holt, Rillehart & LVinston, Inc. Neb\
York. 1948), p. 567.
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and the Dead," i t ants realit~to be reduced to mere "figures on the
map." He feels frustrated b~ the fact that the emotions of the men
in the field keep his I\ ell-reasoned plans from being as effecti~
e in
reality as they are in theory. Thus at one point Cummings t h r e ~ \
dor\n his pencil "and stared uith a febrile loathing at the map
board by his cot. Br nor\, it r\as a taunt to him."9 He mar be able
to control the r\orld absolutel~on a map, but he refuses to face
the fact that a map is more than symbols on paper and that he is
ignoring the reality that the map portrays.
In "Night Flight," Antoine de Saint-Exuperj brilliantly contrasts the unemotional itorld of "figures on a map" nith the real,
emotion-filled world that those figures represent. In this case, the
character Riviere does not lack imagination, but he lets nothing
stop him from his job of getting the planes in and out on time.
Although he is stationed in the reality of his maps, able to see and
to feel the suffering that they represent, he tries to ignore his
emotions in order to get his job done.
\$'hen Robineau entered the office, Riviere had forgotten all about him. He
was musing before a ~vall-mapon ~vhichthe cornpan)-'s air-lines were traced in
red. T h e inspector a~vaitedhis chiefs orders. Long minutes passed before
Riviere addressed him, without turning his head.
"\\'hat is !,our idea of this map, Robineau?"
H e had a Ivay of springing conundrums of this sort !\.hen he came out of a
bror\ n stud\
"The map, hlonsieur Rivierej \\ell - "
As a matter of fact he had no ideas on the sultject; nevertheless fro~vningat
the map, he roved all Europe and America with an inspectorial e!,e. Meann.hile
Riviere, in silence, pursued his train of thought. "On the face of it, a pretty
scheme enough - but it's ruthless. \\'hen one thinks of all the lives, !,oung fello\vs' lives, it has cost us! It's a fine, solid thing and we must bow to its authority,
of course; but \\.hat a host of problems it presents!" \\'ith Riviere, ho~vever,
nothing mattered save the end in vie\\.."'

For a moment Riviere has allorved his imagination to make the
leap from the cold, solid "face" of the map to the reality it symbolizes. His imagination runs so free that he even applies the term
"ruthless" to the map - a quality no unimaginative map reader
ivould think of attributing to a map. But in order to accomplish
"the erid in vierv" he veers abruptly from this reality and returns
to thinking of the map merely as an abstract thing.
"bid., p. 277.
InA n t o i n e d e S a i n t - E x u p b r y : N i g h t Flight (The Ne\\
I ' o r k , I C J ~ I ) ,p . 48.

Atnerican L i b r a r ) , Inc., Ne\\

In contrast to Riviere's \\oi-k on land, tracing the route of his
pilot, Fabien, on a map, Saint-Exuper) shotvs the reality of Fabien
flying blind11 through storms in the dark. Before he dies, Fabien
is thinking:
Let them shout any o~.tlersI\ hate\.er to hirn anti Fabien ~vouldobey. If they tell
, thought, 1'11 turn in circles a n d if they say I must
m e to go round a n d ~ . o u n dhe.
head d u e south . . . . For sornelvherr, even notv, there still \\.ere lands of calm, at
peace beneath the I\ ide nioon-shado~is. His comrades d o ~ v nthere, omniscient
folk like clever scientists, kne\\ all a t n ) ~ t~htr m , poring upon the maps beneath
save
their hanging lamps, pretty as flo\\.c~.bells. But he. hat could he k n o ~
sqi~alls a n d night, this night that b ~ ~ f f e t ehim
d
~vith its sl\irling spate of
darkness?"

This, then, is the reality - death among the stars - that
Riviere sees in his map. And yet he refused to dwell on what lay
beyond the face of the map; if he had, he would not have been
able to keep sending pilots up to face such danger. He nould be
better off, perhaps, would suffer less, if he were a more unimaginative map reader and could, like Major Dalleson, see only
"figures on the map."
In "Deliverance," James Dickey demonstrates the capacity of a
map to evoke more than the composite of graphic symbols. In the
opening paragraphs of the novel, four friends are studying a map
as they plan a canoe trip dolt n a river that \$.illshortly be obliterated under the back\\ ater from a neli dam. For Ed, the narrator,
the map has power and vitality - almost a life of its on n.
It unrolled slo~vly,fort-ed to s h o ~ \ its
, colors, curling and snapping hack
\\.henever one of us turned loose. T h e I\ hole land I\ as very tense ~ ~ n tIve
i l p ~ o ~u r t
four steins o n its corners and laid the river out to r u n for us t h r o ~ ~ gthe
h rrlountains I 50 miles north. L<e\\.is'hand took a prncil and market1 out a small strong X
in a place ~ v h e r esome of the green I~leda\\ay and the paper changed I\-ithhigh
g r o ~ ~ n and
d , began to ~ v o r kdo\\nstrrarn, northeast to southwest through the
printed I\-oods. I !vat(-hed the hand rather than the location, for it seemed to
have polver over the terrain, a ~ l dwhen it stopped for L,e\\,is' voice to explain
g,
something, it !\as as though all streams everv\\ h r r r c { ~ ~r i~t ~ n n i n hanging
silently !\.here they \ \ e r e to let the point be made. T h e pencil turned over and pretended to sketch in ~ v i t hthe eraser a n arca that must have been around fifty
miles long, through ~\.hichthe river hooked and cramped.
"iVhen they take another survey and rework this map," Le~vissaid, "all this in
here will he blue. . . ."
I leaned forward a n d concentrated down into the invisible shape h e had drawn,
the nighttime rising of dammed
trying to see the changes that w o ~ ~ come,
ld
water bringing a new lake L I Pwith its choice lots, its marinas a n d beer cans, and
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also trying to visualize the land as Lewis said it was at that moment, unvisited
and free. . . . I looked around the bar and then back into the map, picking u p
the river where he would enter it. . . . I settled back and came out of the map.12

T h e author's wording gives life to the map; one can almost see
the river running. By frequently employing such phrases as
looked "do~vninto" the map and "came out of the map," Dickey
reinforces the idea that to an imaginative map reader a map is not
just something you look at (as it was for Major Dalleson). As he sits
in the bar, Ed is not simply staring at the map; he is reading the
map. The distinction is analogous to the difference between reading a book for its obvious story line and interpreting the symbolism of a book to discover \\.hat the author is trying to show.
Thus for Ed the piece of paper on which the map is printed holds
a sense of an unkno~vndimension, wonder, and excitement; he
can see a crooked blue line on paper and at the same time a raging
river. As he continues to study the map, he sees even more.
It [the map] \\.as certainly not rnuch from the standpoint of design. T h e high
ground, in tan and an even paler tone of bro~\-n,
meandered in and out of various shades and shapes of green, and there \\.as nothing to call you o r stop you on
one place o r the other. Yet the eye could not leave the whole; there was a hart , bet ause this tries to s h ( ~ \what
\
exists.
mony of some kind. Maybe, I t h o ~ ~ g hit's
A n d also because it represents something that is going to change, for good.
There, near my left hand, a riel\- color, a blue, ~vouldseep up~vardinto the
paper, and I tried t o move my mind there and no~vhereelse and imagine a single
detail that, if I didn't see it that ~veekend,I never I\-ould; tried to make out a
deer's eye in the leaves, tried to pick LIP a single stone.'"

A map is a paradox in that physically it is mere marks on sheets
of paper, yet visually it brings to mind a multidimensional ~vorld,
containing objects and even emotions not perceived directly on
the piece of
Even more paradoxically, a map can stimulate
its reader to think in terms of a whole range of scales, even though
the map itself is limited to one scale. Thus the same map can
evoke things as large as a mountain and a river and things as small
as "a deer's eye" and "a single stone."
In direct contrast to map readers who do not allow themselves
to see the reality that has been abstracted onto a map are those
\vho actually substitute the map for reality. In earl) times, before
travel was as widespread as it is today, writers often noted that
people who had never traveled were able to have exciting jourl2
l3

James Dicke): Delkerance (Houghton Mifflin Co., New York, I g j o ) , pp.
Ibzd., p. 2 1 .

I 3-1
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neys by map. In "Don Quixote," for example, Cervantes commented that one can "journey over all the universe in a map,
without the expense and fatigue of travelling, ~vithoutsuffering
the inconveniences of heat, cold, hunger, and thirst."" Robert
Herrick also observes the \cay in which the imagination may impart life to a map.
But thou at h o m e ~ \ . i t h o uot r tyde o r gale,
Canst in thy Map sec~lrelysaile:
Seeing those painted C o ~ m t r i e sand
;
so guesse
By those fine Shades, their Substances:
A n d from thy C;ornpasse taking small advice,
Buy'st Travel1 at t h e lo~\.estprice.'"

More often, a map stimulates travel and adventure. A person
with imagination can be inspired by a map to do more than look at
it, to enter into the reality it depicts. In "Heart of Darkness"
Joseph Conrad notes the force of map, pulling the map reader
into action.

a

Now rvhen I Jvas a little c h a p I had a passion f o r maps. I rvould look f o r hours
at South America, o r Africa, o r Australia, a n d lose myself in ail the glories of
exploration. At that time there were many blank spaces o n t h e r a r t h , and when I
saw o n e that looked particularly inviting o n a rnap ( b ~they
~ t all look that) I rvould
p u t my finger on it and say, '\%'hen I g r o ~ vLIPI \\.ill go there."'

Maps also move the characters in the Tolkien trilogy to seek adventure: "Frodo began to feel restless, and the old paths seemed
too well-trodden. He looked at maps, and ~vonderedwhat lay
beyond their edges: maps made in the Shire sho\ved mostly white
spaces beyond its borders.""
This passage from "The Fello~vshipof the Ring" emphasizes
both the imaginative appeal and the symbolic character of a map.
One accepts the fact that a map is a symbol for reality, and only
the most naive map reader would assume that the world ends at
the edges of a map. For Frodo, the most fascinating part of a map
is ~vhat lies outside its boundaries, just as Marlow, Joseph
Conrad's narrator in "Heart of Darkness," is most intrigued by
...
-

Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra: Don Quixotc of La Mancha (4 vols.; John Grant,
Edinburgh, igoz), Val. 3, p. 80.
'"obert
Herrick: A Country Life: To His Brother, M.Tho. Herrick, zn The Complete Poetry of Robert Herrick (New York Univ. Press. New York, 1963),p. 52.
l 6 Joseph Conrad: Heart of Darkness and The Secret Sharer (The New American Library, Inc., New York, I C J ~ O ) ,pp. 7-71,
l 7 J . R. R. Tolkien: The Fellowship of the Ring (Ballantine Books, Inc., New York,
19651, P. 7 1 .
l4
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the empty parts of his maps. T h e fact that even blank spaces on a
map can generate excitement and desire for travel underscores
the imagination's power to give maps a depth beyond what is seen
o n paper.
Robert Heinlein deals with this ability of a map to be more than
itself in "Stranger in a Strange Land." In the following passage,
Mike, the Martian, has recently come to Earth from Mars.
H e picked out, with the help of the girls, where they were o n the m a p flolving
across t h e lap board. H e had not known until recently that humans knew about
maps. I t had given him a t~vingeof happy homesickness the first time h e had
grokked a h u m a n map. I t was static and dead compared tvith maps used by his
people - but it was a map. Even human maps were Martian in essence - h e
liked them.18

T h e significance of this passage lies in the understanding of the
complex Martian philosophy, as Heinlein describes it. T h e basis
of the Martian philosophy is that everything is interrelated. Each
person is all that he has ever been or seen o r felt o r experienced.
No person o r thing is separate from any other person o r thing,
once he has "grokked it," o r known it completely. 'CVhen Mike says
that a rnap is "Martian in essence," he means that it has an interconnectedness with things beyond itself. And each map reader
~villbring to a map all that he has ever experienced; how much he
will get out of a map will depend upon how many facets of himself
he brings to it.

But no matter how much outside itself a map may represent,
no matter how much excitement and adventure our imaginations
may impart to it, a map essentially tries to show things as they
really are. As Saul Bellow says in "Mr. Sammler's Planet,"
T h e superfluous irritates m e sharply. . . . Ho~vever,it is sometimes necessary to
repeat what all kno~t-.,411 mapmakers should place the Mississippi in the same
location, and avoid originality. It may be boring, but one has to know where h e
is. iVe cannot have the Mississippi florving t o ~ v a r dthe Rockies for a change."'

As accurate a portrayal of reality as possible, rather than inventiveness, is the first aim of a map, as Frances Gray Patton points
out in "Good Morning, Miss Dove." Miss Dove. a geography
Robert A. Heinlein: Stranger in a Strange Land (Medallion Books. Berkeley, Calif.,
1968),p. 181.
'"aul Bellow: Mr. Sammler's Planet (Falvcett Publications, Greenu.ich, Conn., 1971).
pp. 207-208.
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teacher, "had seen paintings done in the art class - great, free,
brilliant blobs of color running into the margins, and had shuddered to imagine maps executed tiith such techniques!""' A map
maker must strive for accuracy, not originality. Thus a map, even
more than the printed riord, impresses people as being authoritative and tends to be accepted tiithout qualification. This aspect of
mapping is beautifully illustrated by an episode in Joseph Heller's
"Catch-22" in which bomb squadron is briefly reprieved from a
mission to bomb Bologna because it is raining there. T h e men
realize that as soon as it stops raining, they \\.ill have to go. They
cannot escape this knorvledge, for the truth is clearly visible on the
map, at \vhich they all keep staring.

a

T h e eviclellce \vas t h e r r vi\ icll! i l l the n;il.ro\\ red I-ibbon t ; ~ ck r d ac.ross the mainlantl: the ground fol-c c.s in Italy \\el.c pinnetl do\\-n forty-t\\-o insllrmollntablr
miles south o f t h e target ant1 could not porsibl! capture the cit! it1 time. . . . For
ho111-sthe) stared relentlessly at the scarlet ribbon on rhe m a p anti h;itecl i t because it \\-oultl not ~ilo\.c'L I P high e l ~ o u g l to
l encompass thc'city."

Because of their utter faith in the \eratit\ of the map, the men
blame the map for shoning a truth the1 cannot bear to face and
actuall) believe that if the bonlb line r\ el e onl\ r n o ~ e du p o n the
map, realit\ r\oulcl be altered. T h u s the\ stare pleadinglb at the
map "as though hoping to move the I ibbon u p b\ the collective
I\ eight of their sullen pr'ii er 5.""
"I reall\ ( an'r bclic.vc. it." ( . l c \ i n g e ~csc
. lainlcci to Yossirian i l l a \oicc rising
ant1 falling i l l protest anti \\olltler. "It's a colnplcte ~.e\.ersiollto PI-imitivesuperstition. Tt1ey't.c. confusing c,\ilse anti ef't,c t. I t ~ r l a k r sas m u ( h s e n w as knot king
o n \vood 01.crossillg !out. fitlgc.1.s. The! ~.eall!.believr that \ \ e \\oulci~l't1l:cvc to fir
that mission tornol.lo\\. if'solncollc \\.oultl onl! tiptoe u p to tile map i l l the nlitltlle
of the night anci tilove the b o ~ i l bline o \ e r Bologtla. (:an yo11 ililagi~le?I.ou ant1 I
must be the onl! rational o n e \ left."
111 t h e ~nitltllcof the night E'oss;~t.i;~ll
k~locketlo n \\ooti, c.rossetl his fi~lgel.s.
anci tiptortl o ~ i of'
t his tellt t o Irlove the bolnb line u p ovct. Bologna.
(:ol.poral Kolociny tiptoeti stealthil! into (:apt;tin Black's tent earl! the nest
mot-nitig, I-eacheci inside the ~iioscluitonet a n d gent]! shoal\ the moist sl~oulcler
l ~ l a d eh e founci there until <:aptain Black openetl his e \ c s .
"\\'hat itre vou {taking nle u p fol-?" 2limpel.c.d (:nptain Hl:tc k.
"They captur-ctl Bologna. sir." said (:ot-pot-a1Kolocin!. " I thought !.ou'ci \ \ a n t
to knolv. Is the mission cancelletl?"

"'

Frances Gray Patton: Good Morning. Miss Dove (Pocket Books, Sew York, 1956).

P. 32.
21

L2

Joseph Heller: (:atth-ss (Simon and Sc huster. Inc.. Sc\\ York.
I b d . . p. I 18.

I ~ ) ( ~ I pp.
) .
I
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Captain Black. . peered without emotion at the map. Sure enough, the\
had ( apturetl Bologna.23

Heller carries to its absurd limit the human tendency to trust
completely in a map's authority. In this case, changing a line on a
map really does change the reality. It does not enter the mind of
anyone to question the actuality that the map depicts; if the map
says it, it must be true. The mission to Bologna is canceled, and
everyone is happy.
T h e force of truth in maps is the quality that affords them
much of their appeal to writers. Howard McCord in his poem
"Listening to Maps" is impressed with the essential truthfulness of
maps.
There is no way to satirize a map.
It keeps telling you where you are
And if lou're not there,
)ou're lost. E\w-ything is reclucetl
to meaning.
A map may lie, but it n e ~ e r j o k e s . ~ "

McCord further suggests that the power of maps to show truth is
so great that through a study of maps he may even find his true
self.
Lye are sitting here. \ o u and I.
in a place on a map.
Lye k1101\ this.
Yet ~ \ 'eire not on the map.
!Ye are looking for ourselves.
This is the rustle of leaves
that you heal-,
the crackle of folcling paper-.
the souncl of old maps.'"

T h e fact that a map is both truthful and orderly, showing meanings at a glance, gives one the hope that the pattern of life itself
might one day be so simply revealed. McCord's frustration is evident; so far maps have not told him what he wants to know. E7ethe
keeps hoping. fooking at maps, and thinking that if only he could
see through the chaos of' his own life in the sarrle Lvay as the car-

- -Ibid.
2 4 Howard McCorcl: Listening to Maps, in his Maps: Poems Towarti an Iconogl-aphy
of the West (Kayak Books, Inc., Santa Cruz, Calif., 1g7i),p. lo.
IOid.
23

"
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tographer orders his complex mixture of data, meanings would
become more readily apparent.
Similarly, Johnny Shawnessy, the hero of "Raintree County,"
spends his whole life searching for the mythical "raintree" that
symbolizes the secret of life. He is certain that the meaning he
seeks can be found in the map of Raintree County. The book
opens and ends Lvith long passages about the "Atlas" of Raintree
County. T h e atlas is central to the entire novel, for it holds the
essence of Raintree County, rvhich is the essence of life. T h e atlas
is referred to as Johnny's "unique copy of the ~ n i v e r s e " ;in~ ~
other words, it represents his view of life.
Johnny feels that it is up to him to find the truth in the map.
he formal map of Raintree County had been laid down like a
mask on something formless, rvarm, recumbent, convolved with
rivers, undulous with flowering hills, blurred with motion, green
Lvith life."" Like a sheet draped over furniture in a vacant house,
the map has the basic form of that Ivhich under-lies it, but one
must in;erpl-et that form to discover the reality. Johnny must look
beyond "the formal map" to the meanings it symbolizes. Once, in
a dream, the map almost reveals the secret of life to Johnny:
H e \\.as certain that in the patter11 of its lines and letters this m a p c o ~ ~ t a i n e t l
the al1s\\.cl. to t h e oltl co11untlrum o f his life in R a i ~ l t r e e(:ounty. It \\.as all \\al.rn
ant1 glo\ving with the secret h e hatl sought for half a centur!. T h e \\ortls inscribrd o n the tlecp papel. \ \ e r r tla\\n\\.o~.tls,
rach o n e disclosing the origin a11d
cssrllte of the thing 11amcd. Hut :IS lle sought to r r a d them. the! tlissolvetl into
~rlap.'~
the s u b s t a ~ ~of'the
te

He conles close to the meaning of life another time, ~ v h e nhe sees
"the fabric of his life spread out like a map of interlvoven lines."'"
A map engages a ~vriter'screative thought because it is truth
compressed in a metaphorical \\.a)., holding meanings it does not
express on the surface. In this sense, a map may be equated ~vitha
poem, as it is in the final paragraphs of "Raintree County." As
Johnny xvalks home, holding the atlas under his arm, he sees himself at last holding the golden bough from the "raintree." The
branch suddenly comes alive and turns into "a map covered nith
lines and letters, a poem of rnute but lovely meaning^."^" Johnny
thus finds his unique place in the pattern of the universe. It has
-

"'

Ross Lockridge. J r . : Raintree (:aunt) (Dell Publishing
L71tjirl.. p. 15.
L R Ihirl.. pp. 13-1 1.
2!' Itj!O., 11. 2 8 1 .
:"' Itjid.. p. 5 I 2 .

(:o..

Ye\\ York.
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j ) 307.
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taken him all his life to decipher it, but the truth ILas always In hls
map of Raintree County.
No map, of course. can be completely "true." It must a h a y s
sacrifice truth in one dimension to show truth in another. Yet
writers still find an irresistible force of truth in maps. Perhaps this
is because maps possess a spatial fidelity that no words can capture. As McCord says about maps, "Everything reveals. It is not
necessary to read."31 Dickey beliekes that a map has power because it "tries to sho~vwhat exists."" James Herndon expresses
this concept in "Ho\v to Survive in Your Native Land" by saying
that a map has "the decisive quality of the real."33
T h e fascination of a map, then, derives from its paradoxical
ability to be both more and less than itself and at the same time to
attempt truthfulness. Irving Stone brings out this double nature
of maps in "Immortal 14'ife: T h e Biographical Novel of Jessie
Benton Fremont." Jessie Benton and John Fremont, the famous
map maker, are drawn together by their love of maps. kyhenever
they are lork king on or looking at a map, the reader is struck by
the electric excitement and sense of adventure that they find in
the map. Soon after they are married, J o h n leaves on a six-month
expedition. T o help her to live through the loneliness of these
months, Jessie comes u p with an idea, which she explains to her
father.
"12'hen john sho\ved me his provisional niaps, trying to give nie at] idea of'
Ilon. man! miles his party uould cover each clay, I thought I might set u p a tlu-

plicate m a p , drawing t o scale a11 the countr) between St. Louis 2nd South Pass.
\Ve kno\\- what da) h e expects to leave St. Louis; I could start him off on that
datc, tiratsing a line f o r the extent of gt.ounti h e might cover in that day. thetl
put a reti dot \\.here they uoulti c a m p for the night and build their fires. . . .I had
thought I \\,auld read the available accounts of'\vhat the countrv is like f o r each
day's march: \\hat wild life is there. \\.hat kind of' animals the) \\.ill be shooting
for their fi)od. I 1,-oulti tlraw my map to show thc plains and forests a n d rivers
ant1 nio~rntains,and dotted through the map, I \\auld paint in \\.hat I imagined
the countr) looked like. with a small field of \\-ild flotiers. a patch of pine forcsts,
a fet\ buffaloes roaming across a plain. . ."
"You've set quite a task for \-ourself." said hel- fhther, amused.
"But don't ) o u see, Father," she cried passionateli, "in that \\ay h e never
leaves nie, I'll nevet. be alone, I'll bc .cvith hini o n the trail every hour."3-'

" %McCol-d,op. c7t. [see footnote 24 above], p. y.
" Dickey, op. (it. [see footnote I 2 abovr], p. 2
I.

3"a~ne~Herndon: How to Survive in Your Native Land (Simon and Schustel-, Int.,
New Yol-k, i o j ~ )p., 183.
:I4 Irving Stone: Immortal 12'ife: The Biographical Sovel of Jessie Benton Fremont
(Doubleday % Co., Inc., Garden C i t y , N.Y., 1944).pp. 6%6g.
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Jessie makes her map, which does help her feel close to John.
Lt'hen he has returned and she is showing him her map, she
points out to him a campfire she had drawn on the map and tells
him, "That was the night I missed you most. Since I couldn't be
there, I made you comfortable: I put you alongside of a cool river
so that you could have a swim after the day's march; with plenty of
game at hand. . . ."" Her map, then, holds far more than itself.
She can look at it and see her husband sitting by a campfire, even
feel his rveariness and hunger. And Jessie, like Ed in "Deliverance," is able to incorporate into her map details that are inconsistent in scale, since a campfire depicted at the same scale as other
features would not even be visible. Personal importance has taken
precedence over geographical accuracy.
On the other hand, Stone stresses that a map is basically a
highly practical object, attempting before all else to show truth.
John Fremont, ivorking on a map of his route to Oregon, tells
Senator Benton, "Yes, it is slo[\- rvork, Senator, for we must
achieve the utmost precision. T h e tiniest error on this map ma!
mean danger to caravans expecting ~vateror provision at a designated spot. . . .I\e cannot expose unprotected immigrant trains to
hostile Indians and deserts and sno~t-cokeredmountain ranges
until ii e can assure them that these maps are a ~ c u r a t e . " ~ "
Later Jessie Frerrlont meets a young L\ ife 1%ho is about to set out
for Oregon in a caravan u ith her husband, her bab! , and all their
possessions. She tells Jessie, "But it ain't dangerous no more.
Look, I'll s h o ~you the nlap lie got, it iias drarin by that nlilitar!
officer." Taking out "a much-thumbed paper," the [\oman continues, "You see here, it shorts [\ here there's plenty of grass for
the horses and ~vhereii e must stock up uith r\ ater, and just h o ~ i
\ \ e get over the mountains at the pass."37
Thus, I\ hile a rrlap may hold excitement and romance. and
while for a romantic girl like Jessie it can assuage loneliness and
bring her close to her husband, for others it is n practical and kital
means to a nev life. They must risk their lives on the truth and
accurac) of that "much-thumbed paper."

T h e dual character of a map, ii hich ma! be a ~iorkabletool in
the real ~ i o r l dand at the same time much more than a tool, ac-

-

'' Ibzd , p 76
" I h ? d pp 24-2 j
" lbuf pp (17-08
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counts for much of its magnetism. People are drawn to maps because each person sees \\ hat he wants to see in them. T h e same
thing is true for map makers. A map is by nature interdisciplinary, and all imaginable fields of learning may be brought to both
making it and reading it. T h e ability of a map to unify is
exemplified by Irving Stone in "Immortal Lt'ife," \\.hen Jessie
Fremont has the idea of making a map of her husband's journey
in order to feel she is with him. At first Jessie is merely indulged in
her amusing idea, but it soon becomes clear that no one can resist
adding whatever he can to her large (four feet by nine feet) map.
Her map began to cause interest in LVashington. General LVinfield Scott, ~ v h o
hatl gone out to Detroit to fight the Blackha~vkLVars, insisted upon putting d o ~ v n
everything he knew about the territory around the Great Lakes, ~vhileGeneral
Lewis Cass, the first governor of Michigan Territory, came in a few nights later
to sketch in the country hetween Detroit and (:hicago, a trail over which he had
been the first white man to pass. Colonel Kearny, who hatl plannetl several of his
rnilitary expetlitions into the Southn.est on the porch of Senator Benton's St.
Louis home, tlid a ~vater-colorsketch of that terrain. A professor of botany from
Harvard suggested some of the ~vildlifc. Colonel Abert, I\-hofancied himself' as
an astronomer, came to dinner and could hardly finish his chocolate mousse in
his impatience to d r a ~ vin the heavenly bodies,3n

Later it is mentioned that "half of official Lt'ashington" is involved
in making Jessie's map and that people continue to add rvhatever
bits of infornlation they have thought of. Some of the most important people in Ll'ashington clamor for a part in the map.
Clearly, a nlap invites interaction. T h e lack of completeness of
a map inspires one to annotate it uith his ou n experience. T o a
map lover, a map uill not be complete until he has marked in
some bright color the routes he has taken across it, the cities he
has visited, or his favorite fishing spots or hiking trails. Tolkien's
Bilbo, for example, "loved maps, and in his hall there hung a
large one of the County Round with all his favorite rvalks marked
on it in red ink."3"
In "Hal\ to Survive in Your Native Land" Herndon describes
an experience similar to Jessie Fremont's. Richard, one of
Herndon's students, is considered eccentric by almost everyone.
His orerriding interests are amphibians, drauing cartoons, and
making maps. At first the other children shut him out completely,
but gradually they begin to accept him, largely because of their
interest in his maps. Each student contributes to a map Richard is
3Vbzd., p. 70.
" Tolkien, T h e Hobbit [see footnote 3 above], pp. 32-33
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making. Even Herndon "had plans for Richard's map, and spent
some time later elbow to elbow with kids (Move over! I can't move
over, I'm drawing right here! Well I got to have room too!) drauing in Herndon's French Restaurant. . . ."40 Maps have a force so
compelling that a teacher fights for space alongside his students in
order to add his touch to Richard's map.
Everyone in Herndon's class \\,as delighted rvith Richard's map
- except Richard himself. In allowing students and teacher to
draw rvhatever they !\anted on his map, Richard "had to compromise his idea of reality - the map was now clearly a fantasy,
could only be a fantasy, at best something of the future. It might
come true; that \\as as close to the real as Richard could make
it."41 One of the most important qualities of a map, its attempt to
reveal truth, has been violated. Because Richard, unlike the other
students, loves and understands maps, he realizes, as Ed does in
"Deliverance," that the poLver of a map is largely derived from a
sagelike force that "tries to s h o ~ u\ hat exists." Since geographical
reality has been conlpromised to accommodate the mental space
images and fantasies of many individuals, Richard's map lacks
that prophetic cluality.

T h e story of Richard's rrlap points out that, for map maher and
map reader alike, it is as important to understand ~vhata map
cannot do as I\ hat it can do. T h e ~vriterswith the greatest apprecithe limitations of a map.
ation of maps are those ~ h realize
o
Within its practical limits - that is, as long as one does not ask too
much of it - a map functions well. For example, it is physically
impossible to take a sphere like the earth (or, more precisely, an
oblate ellipsoid) and "map" its surface on a flat sheet of paper
without distorting distance, direction, shape, o r area. John Donne
observes this limitation in his poem " H ~ m nto God ? ~ Z F God, In
My Sickness": "As West and East 1 In all flatt Maps (and I am one)
are one, / So death doth touch the Re~urrection."~%sphere has
no beginning, no end, and is continuous in all directions. Maps of
the earth's surface have edges, discontinuities, and freely violate
proximity relationships.
.

Herndon,o~pczt [see footnote 33 a b l e ] . p 183
4 1 Ihtd , p 186
" John Donne Hkmn to God \I\
God, In hi\ Sltkness In T h e Complete Poems of
John Donne (\'el\ Yorli LTnn Pre5s Ye!\ York, 1qh8), p p ~ c ) ( + ~ c , I
4u
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Simple scale reduction is also one of the more obvious map restraints. A fifteen-foot length of butcher paper could barely accommodate Richard's few map-making friends, let alone provide
space for true-scale mapping of the multitude of other features
that 11 ere selected for depiction on the map. T h e poverty of map
space leads inevitably to a scale reduction of map referents.
More than simple reduction is involved, horvever. A map is
never simply a scaled-dorvn version of reality with all features intact but in miniature. Maps are really "scientific caricatures" of the
phenomena they represent. The detail and the complexity of reality is selected, simplified, and then emphasized, so as to portray
only what the map maker believes to be the essence of the map
referent space, as defined by the purpose of the map. In the
process of generalizing, cartographers have tended to emphasize
facets of objective earth geometry, which are relatively static,
rather than the more dynamic and subjective functional aspects of
earth-related features. Therefore, specific applications for general map utility are forfeited, as the following passage by Frances
and Richard Lockridge clearly illustrates.
This seemed, from the map, the best \Yay. Probably there \\.ere better Lvays.
There are usually better Ivays than the map reader kno~vsof. In almost any area
there are better ways, knolvn to those \vho traverse them daily - \\.ays around
traffic, \vays that a\'oid lights; \vays, filr that matter, \\.hich avoid toll booths. But
these are hidden to the man who has only a map to go by, whatever his need to
hurry.43

T h e conflict between the professed neutrality of a map and the
actual functional needs of map users is further illustrated by the
Lockridges \\.hen Peter, the main character in "The Devious
Ones," is driving as fast as he can in an attempt to save the life of
the girl he loves:
L:p the Taconic, across to~vardPeekskill - apparently into Peekskill - on a
route numbered 33. Up (1 a short distance, sharply to the left on the merest tracing o f a road, a road the map makers had d r a ~ v nwith a needle's point. T h e n I I F,
which was, to the map rnakers, not much more of a

Obviously the road that meant so little to the map makers, in
terms of its level of improvement o r volume of traffic, means
every thing to Peter. T h e problem of having many more specifics
4 V r a n t e s Lockridge and Richard Lockridge: T h e Devious Ones (1. B. Lippintott Co.,
S e w York, 1964). p. I 3;.
4 4 Ibid., p. I 38.

than could be put on a map if space alloned and if the map maker
thought them important is common. Every cartographer is well
acquainted i t ith this situation, i t hic h Richard, in "Halt to S u n i\ e
in Your Native Land," also faces as he tries to control the making
of his map. He is rtorried that his map \\ill become too cluttered
and messy, as indeed it does.
Since geographical maps deal predominantl) rtith space, cartographers ha\e found it convenient to hold time relatively constant through elaborate temporal a ~ e r a g i n go r time-slicing techniques. This point is not alr\ays clear, although it is commonl!
recognized that conventional maps are inherent11 static dekices.
For instance, C. P. Snou ~t rites:
"I'm only,just beginning to rr:ilize." said George, "I\ hat a \\ontlrl-ful invention a
map is. Geograph) 11-oulclbc incomprehensible ~\-ithout
rnaps. They'w 1.ecluc.c.cl
a tremendous mudtlle of facts into something you can rcad at a glance. No\\ I
suspect econornics is fundanlentall! no more difficult than geography. Except
that it's a h ) u t things in motion. I f onl? sornebotl! coultl in\ent a dynamic
111ap'.~~

Geographers ma) \\.ell argue the implications in Sno~t'sobservation that geographers study onl) static phenomena o r situations;
but the point remains that maps do give the illusion of stopping
time. Thus their general application is severely limited [\.hen one
considers that geographical events take place in a space-time continuum.
An additional restriction of maps is the frequent misinterpretation of symbols. An extreme example is the error of thinking that
the symbol is the object it is meant to represent. T o treat a map as
visuall! equivalent to realit) is analogous to thinking of the statue
of a saint as the saint himself. T h e disparit! betueen the "map
\\orldn and the "real uorld" can be crucial in a problem-sol~ing
context; to substitute a map for realit) can have serious consequences. Mark T u ain recognizes this rnap-reading error in "Tom
Saltyer Abroad." Fl'hen Huck and Tom take a trip in a balloon,
Huck doubts that the) have passed Illinois, although he thinks
the) should ha\e. Tom asks Huck h o ~ he
\ k n o ~s\ this.
"I kno~vby the color. \Ve're right over Illinois yet. And you can see f o r yourself that Indiana ain't in sight."
"I wontier what's the rnatter {vith you, Huck. You knot\! by thecolor?"
"Yes, o f course I do."
-

4V(P. Snow: Strangers and Brothers (Charles Scribner's Sons, Sew York, 1960),

p. 38.
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"IVhat's the coloi got to do \ \ ~ t ~ht ; "
"It's got everything to d o with it. Illinois is green, Indiana is pink. You sho\\r
rne any pink down here, if' you can. No, sir-; it's green."
"Indianapink? IVhy, what a lie!"
"It ain't no lie; I've seen it on the map, anti it's pink."
You ne\er see a person so a g g r a ~ a t e dand d~sgusted He sals
"\$'ell, ~f I I\ as such a numskull as bou, Huc k Finn, I ~ o u l jump
d
ole] Seen it
on the mapf Huck Flnn, t l ~ dbou reckon the States \\,IS the same color out of
doors as they are on the map?"
"Tom Sa~vyer-,
n-hat's a map for? Ain't it to learn you facts?"
"Of'course."
"\Veil, then, ho~\.'sit going to d o that if it tells lies? That's what I I\-ant to
kno\\.."
"Shucks, you rnuggins! It don't tell lies."
"It don't, don't it?"
"No, it don't."
"All right, then; if it don't, there ain't no two States the same color-. You git
arountl that, if you can, Tom Sawyer."
He see I had him, and .]im see it too; and I tell you. I felt pr-ett) good. forTom Sa~vyer-\vas ah\-aysa hard person to git ahead of.-'"

Colors on a map often serve no function except to separate
areas, yet when one thinks of a map, the different colors are frequently ~vhatone renlenlbers best. Unsophisticated rnap readers
tend to think of geographical regions in terms of mental images
created by prior nlap experiences, as is exemplified in John
Updike's "Rabbit Redux": "American dream. When he first heard
the phrase as a kid he pictured God lying sleeping, the quiltcolored nlap of the U.S. corning out of his head like a loud."^'
T h e nlisinterpretation of colors on a nlap is further exemplified in Frances Gray Patton's "Good Morning, Miss Dove."
"Is that the same map?" Jincey asked. She pointed to the large map of the
\\.or-Id that hung. rolled u p for- the summer. abo\.t. the blackboard behind hiiss
Do\.e. "Is China still orange?"
"It is a lie\\-map," hliss Dove said. "China is purple."
"I liked the old map.",Jinc.ey said. "I liked the old 1101-Id."
"Cai-togr-aph) is a fluid art." said Miss Dove.'"

It is interesting that what Jincey, Miss Dove's former student, rernenlbers most from her geograph~.course is the color of China.
More significant, however, is her confusion of cause and effect.
She would like to believe that if she could keep the nlap from
l q l a l - k 'T\vaili [Samuel <:lemens]: 'Tom Sa\\yer Abl-oad (Charles L. LVebstel- X- (.o.,
New York. I 894), pp. 42-43
3',J0h11 Updike: Rabbit Redux (Fa\\cett Publicatiolls, Greel11iic.h.C:onn.. I 072). p. I 0 6
l HPatton. op. tit. [see footnote 2 0 above], p. 56.
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changing, she ~vouldkeep the world from changing- a prevalent
nlap misinterpretation. Holv often have we heard people conlparing the earth to a "living map" o r speaking of "the changing map"
~ v h e nwhat they really mean is "the changing ~vorld?"They are
looking at a map as an active subject, rather than a passive
reflector of the mutable ~vorld.
Clearly, a map is an artificial device. T h e essence of life, that
~vhichis most crucial, usually cannot be included on a map. In
"Travels ~vithCharley," John Steinbeck records which high~vays
he took on his trip across Maine and adds, "I can report this because I have a nlap before me, but ~vhatI renlernber has no reference to the numbers and colored lines and squiggles."'The vivid,
meaningful experiences of life - touches, sounds, smells, linkages
bet~veenpeople - cannot be captured on a map. Maps may even
hinder a person from experiencing life, as Steinbeck points out.
For rveeks I had studied maps, large-scale and snlall, but maps are not reality at
all - they can be tyrants. I know people xvho are so inlmersed in road maps that
they ne\,er see the countryside they pass through, and others ~ c h ohaling
,
traced
a route, are held to it as though held by flanged \\.heelsto rails.'"

Steinbeck evidences a healthy suspicion of maps as conlplete records of reality that every nlap reader should have. He is well
a~varethat a map represents only a few of the many realities that
exist. Its purpose is to help us see more, but if we expect too much
of it, it may prevent us from seeing anything.
There are map people \\.hosejoy is to la\-ish more attention on the sheets of colored paper than on the colored land rolling b) . 1 ha\,e listened to accounts by
such tra\,eler-s in 1t.hic.h every road number \\-asremembered, every mileage recalled, and e\,ei-) little countryside discovered. .Another kind of traveler 1-ecluires
to know in terms of maps exactly \\-here he is pin-pointed e\.ery moment, as
though there !\-ere some kind of safety in black and red lines, in dotted indications and scluii-ming blue of lakes and the shadings that indicate mountains. It is
not so \\ith me. I \\.as born lost and take n o pleasure in being found, nor much
identification fronl shapes \\,hich symboli~econtinents and states. Besides. roads
change, increase, are ~videnedor abandoned so often in our countr-) that one
must buy road rrlaps like daily ne\\ spapers."

Steinbeck, by realizing the map's limitations, finds travel far
more satisfying than his friends I+ ho are slaves to maps. For him, a
nlap is useful as a spatial f r a ~ n e ~ j o rink which to associate his
--

--

-

J o h n Ste~nbe~k
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memories of different parts of the country. Although he belittles
maps, his trip across the United States ~vouldsurely have been
difficult ~vithoutthem, and he might never have experienced
many of his colored autumns, pine forests, and new friends. He
admits that his anticipation of his trip was heightened by the study
of maps for ~veeksbeforehand. And, certainly, every nlap of the
United States he looked at after his trip held far more for him
than it did before.

THEBALANCED
PERSPECTIVE
An understanding of a map's liabilities leads to an appreciation
of its assets, for those things that limit a map in one context are
the very aspects that expand its scope in the next. Underlying
many of the references to maps in literature is the recognition
that the greatest ~veaknessesof a map are also its greatest
strengths. For example, projecting the earth's surface onto a sheet
of paper permits us to see the entire world simultaneously (a feat
that would be inlpossible other~vise),but it inevitably introduces
distortions in fundamental spatial attributes. These distortions
can significantly alter our geographical perspective. Despite severe linlits on the anlount of detail that can be shown, scale reduction lets us view at a glance geographical phenomena that could
never be seen through direct observation at true scale. An instantaneous tenlporal view can be gained through cartographic averaging or time slicing, but the variably changing world is never
frozen by cartographic technique. Thus map-derived information
is likely to be out of date in some proportion to the natural rate of
change of the map referent involved. The constraints on the
number of variables that can be placed on a single map through
combinations of point, line, and area symbols force the cartographer to select his subject matter frugally. This process can have
a valuable clarifying effect, but it can also lead to the danger that
the most crucial variables ~villnot be chosen and that, therefore,
conclusions regarding spatial relationships d r a ~ v nfrom the map
will be in error. T h e abstract nature of point, line, and area symbols may facilitate objective decision making, but the vital, liferelated elements of the referent space nlay go unrecognized.
Manipulating cartographically symbolized geographical variables
is much more convenient than dealing ~viththe symbol referents
directly, but it introduces the danger that the nlap world will be
mistaken for the real ~vorld.
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T h e basic truthfulness of a map is ~vhatcontributes most to its
practical value in modern society, as well as to the fascination it
holds for the ~vriterwho continually searches for truth. Yet a map
can never be more than the elaborate fictions of cartographic
nlethodology; it can be truly beautiful and useful beyond its basic
reality for the creative user, while at the same time being a cold,
insensitive document for the unimaginative reader. Possibly most
important, a map is basically quantitative: those things ~vhichhave
proven difficult to measure but ~vhichare essential to humanity
are seldom found on a map. Yet this allows decision makers to
perform in abstract contexts. It is precisely because of these
paradoxes that a map captures the imagination of a writer. The
more a ~vriterdelves into the conlplex character of a map, ~vithits
inconsistencies, dualities, and capacities, the nlore ~vonderfulhe
thinks it is.

